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Distinct Structural and Dynamical Difference between Supercooled
and Normal Liquids of Hydrogen Molecules†
Kim Hyeon-Deuk∗a,b and Koji Andoa
Supercooled hydrogen liquid as well as superfluid have
continued to elude experimental observation due to rapid
crystallization. We computationally realized and investi-
gated supercooled hydrogen liquid by the recently devel-
oped non-empirical real-time molecular dynamics method
which describes non-spherical hydrogen molecules with
the nuclear quantum effects. We demonstrated that the
hydrogen supercooled liquid is not a simply cooled liq-
uid but rather exhibits intrinsic structural and dynam-
ical characters including a precursor of tunneling and
superfluidity which neither normal hydrogen liquid nor
solid possesses. All of the insights provide a milestone for
planning experiments of metastable hydrogen systems like
glassy and superfluid states and for identifying various un-
known hydrogen phases.
1 Introduction
Understanding a supercooled state of liquid is a fundamental
open problem in condensed matter physics.1,2 Knowledge of
the mechanisms that govern supercooling of liquids is consid-
ered an important step to elucidate not only a nature of glass
transitions but also an origin of superfluidity. Particularly for
hydrogens, attaining supercooled state as well as superfluid
state is still hindered by rapid crystallization in spite of numer-
ous attempts at supercooling liquid hydrogen in macroscopic
droplets3, clusters4–11, porous media12,13, or in the bulk14–16.
One of the most successful approaches is a direct access to the
crystallization kinetics of supercooled quantum liquid mix-
tures of p-H2 and o-D2 on submicrosecond time scale recently
achieved by Raman spectroscopy of liquid microjets.15
Theoretical studies have shown that the inclusion of nu-
clear quantum effects adds complexity in the behavior of su-
percooled liquids, leading to novel exotic phenomena such as
superfluidity17,18 or enhanced dynamical slowing down19,20.
In fact, it has been well established that the thermodynamic
and structural properties of the hydrogen liquids and solids
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as well as their crystallization process are influenced by nu-
clear quantum effects.14,15,21–25 Several authors attempted to
build a theory of quantum supercooled liquids, but none has
so far been able to obtain quantitative results for realistic sys-
tems.17,18
We recently proposed a simulation method of nuclear and
electron wave packet molecular dynamics(NEWPMD) based
on non-empirical ab initio intra- and inter-molecular interac-
tions of non-spherical hydrogen molecules where important
nuclear quantum effects of a hydrogen nucleus were non-
perturbatively taken into account.22,23,26 It reproduced the
long-range dispersion interaction depending on an intermolec-
ular angle and can be applied to various phases including
normal-pressure liquids and solids. Actually, the NEWPMD
gave the correct structures and transport properties such as
diffusion coefficients and viscosities of liquid H2 under va-
por pressure without any empirical parameters.22,23 It also
successfully reproduced the stable vapor-pressure solid of the
h.c.p. lattice structure with the reasonable freezing tempera-
ture and lattice phonon frequencies.25 The NEWPMD method
is thus distinguished from most of the previous semiquantum
approaches in which an interaction potential surface was given
in advance by a separate modeling with empirical parame-
ters. The non-empirical NEWPMD method enabled the cur-
rent systematic investigations and quantitative comparisons of
the various hydrogen phases.
In this letter, we will report structural and dynamical prop-
erties of hydrogen supercooled liquid which are qualitatively
different from the hydrogen normal liquid and solid proper-
ties. We will demonstrate that the hydrogen supercooled liquid
is not just a simply cooled liquid but exhibits new thermody-
namic characters including its enhanced quantumness.
2 Computational Method
The NEWPMD approach describes nuclei by floating and
breathing Gaussian WPs via the time-dependent Hartree ap-
proach, and electron wave packets (EWPs) by the perfect-
pairing valence bond theory that appropriately treats the
Pauli exclusion energy and intermolecular dispersion en-
ergy.22 The EWP freely changes depending on the H-H bond
length rHH(t); 0.398+0.360rHH(t) A˚ for the large EWP, and
0.176+0.244rHH(t) A˚ for the small EWP. These linear depen-
dence of the EWP on rHH(t) was deduced from the calculation
of a H2 molecule.26
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The supercooled liquid systems were composed of 640 H2
molecules in a cubic simulation box with a periodic bound-
ary condition. All the intermolecular interaction forces de-
cay to zero in the 5 % edge of the box length. Density of
the supercooled hydrogen liquid was set by extrapolating the
saturated vapor-pressure line toward the lower temperature re-
gion27; e.g. the molar volume is 24.2× 10−6m3/mol at 2.5
K, 24.4× 10−6m3/mol at 5 K, 25.1× 10−6m3/mol at 10 K,
25.5×10−6m3/mol at 12 K, and 25.8×10−6m3/mol at 13 K
which are all larger than the solid molar volume25. We started
cooling and equilibration runs from the h.c.p. crystal structure
where each hydrogen molecule has random orientation. We
made the atomic center momentum degrees of freedom influ-
enced by the heat bath set by the velocity scaling thermostat
and Berendsen methods for hundreds of picoseconds at each
temperature. All integrations of the equations of motion were
performed by the velocity-verlet method with the time step 0.1
fs for the cooling and equilibration runs. After the equilibra-
tion runs, we carried out the NVE (microcanonical) simula-
tions for hundreds of picoseconds with the time step 0.5 fs.
The computational costs for the NEWPMD were reasonable;
propagating 640 molecules including H-H bond vibrations and
NWP breathings for 1 ps required only 18 minutes on a single
core of a Xeon CPU with 2.67 GHz.
3 Results and Discussions
3.1 Basic properties of supercooled hydrogen liquids
Figure 1(a) shows radial distribution functions (RDFs) of su-
percooled liquid and solid at 2.5 K. The RDF of the super-
cooled liquid has no long-range periodic structure unlike the
solid RDF. The split double-peak in 3.0-4.2 A˚ is shifted toward
the shorter distance in the supercooled liquid than in the solid
in spite of the lower overall density in the former. This comes
from the qualitative structural difference; the supercooled liq-
uid has the rigid T-shape structure in the first solvation shell,
while the solid maintains the zigzag lattice configuration to
realize the long-range stable lattice.25 We note that integra-
tion up to the minimum at 4.8 A˚ of the supercooled liquid
gave a lower value than the solid peak integration reflecting
its lower density. The first peak at 3.1 A˚ less intense than the
second peak at 3.8 A˚ also indicates freer orientational mo-
tions in the supercooled liquid and thus its liquidity even at
2.5 K. As shown in Fig.S1†, however, the main peak position
and its width did not shift nor change at 2.5 K through 13 K
due to stiffness of the first solvation shell of the supercooled
liquid; only the relative intensity of the first peak over the sec-
ond peak decreased with increasing the temperature reflecting
freer orientational motions at the higher temperature.
A mean square displacement (MSD) effectively character-
izes phase- and timescale-dependent dynamics and thus has
been used as one of the important factors to analyze super-
cooled and glassy phases.28,29 The MSD of the supercooled
liquid at 2.5 K shown in Fig.1(b) exhibited a few charac-
teristic stages and was not on a simple line. The initial in-
crease of the MSD up to 0.15 A˚2 corresponds to phonon mo-
tions inside a mesoscale lattice cluster which persistently re-
mains in the supercooled liquid at 2.5 K and may be called
local-β relaxation.30–32 The following phonon-plateau stage
continued for a long time, approximately 100 ps, indicating
quasi-solidification of the supercooled liquid. However, the
metastable H2 clusters slowly deformed as appearing in the
slow increase of the MSD after 100 ps which corresponds
to α-relaxation.30–32 This slow-collapse stage of the phonon
modes in the lattice cluster does not necessarily indicate a cage
breakout but rather mesoscale lattice deformation as will be
discussed in Fig.3. As shown in Fig.S1†, transitions of these
stages happened in shorter interval and the phonon-plateau
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Fig. 1 (a) Comparison of RDFs of the supercooled liquid and solid
at 2.5 K. The RDF of the supercooled liquid did not have a
long-range periodic structure and its first peak appeared at the
shorter distance in spite of the lower overall density. (b) MSD of the
supercooled liquid at 2.5 K. The MSD showed plateau and collapse
stages and was not on a linear line.
3.2 Boson peaks originated from partially broken lattice
phonon modes
Figure 2 displays power spectra for a real-time coordinate dis-
placement of each hydrogen atom in the space-fixed frame.
We found that the current H2 supercooled liquid exhibits the
broad low-frequency peaks which can be assigned as a bo-
son peak analogous to those observed in various glasses and
supercooled liquids.28,29,33–35 The boson peak frequency red-
shifted and the peak intensity grew with increasing the tem-
perature as shown in Fig.S8†. The redshifting peaks are quali-
tatively different from the constant peaks of the lattice phonon
observed in the H2 solid.25,36 This boson peak almost dis-
appeared above the melting temperature of 14 K, indicating
that molecular dynamics causing the boson peak is closely
related to metastability. The frequency of the boson peak at
the lower temperature continuously approaches the frequency
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of the lattice phonon mode in the H2 solid, 40 cm−1.25 This
continuous frequency redshift from the solid phonon peak
to the supercooled liquid boson peak demonstrates that the
current boson peak stemmed from partially broken phonon
modes in a metastable lattice cluster. Actually, the metastable
phonon modes and their slow collapse were seen in the MSD
of Fig.1(b). As discussed there, the formation and collapse of
the metastable lattice clusters highly depend on the tempera-
ture; the redshifts of the boson peak can be explained by the
fact that the metastable lattice clusters become more fragile
at the higher temperature. Note that the NEWPMD involves
no empirical parameter and thus the present systematic anal-
ysis from the solid to the supercooled liquid is free from any
parameter refitting depending on the temperature and phases.
There was another peak around 5 cm−1 which we attributed to
translational dynamics of H2 molecules related to the MSDs
in Fig.1(b) and Fig.S1; the peak became enhanced with in-
creasing the temperature up to the normal liquid region while
it disappeared at the lower temperature where the significant
translational motions were almost frozen.(See Fig.S3†) All of
these properties as well as the lower peak frequency region are
different from the properties which the above boson peak has.
The frozen translational dynamics was also supported by the
Gaussian decays of the time correlation functions of the an-
gular dynamics at the extremely lower temperature shown in
Figs.S4, S5 and S7†; a hydrogen molecule confined in a stable
lattice can change its orientation more freely, leading to the
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Fig. 2 Low-frequency power spectra of the space-fixed coordinate
displacement of the supercooled and normal liquids. Boson peaks
appeared only in the supercooled liquid states. The current boson
peak stemmed from partially broken phonon modes in a metastable
lattice cluster. Peaks around 5 cm−1 reflected translational motions
of H2 molecules and disappeared at the extremely lower
temperature.
3.3 Difference between diffusive dynamics of super-
cooled and normal hydrogen liquids
Figure 3(a) shows correlation times of the angular dynamics
in the supercooled liquid deduced from Figs.S4, S5 and S7†.
These long-time angular dynamics are closely related to dif-
fusive dynamics of H2 molecules.23. We found that the corre-
lation times were not on a universal exponential function but
on the two different exponential functions, exp(−T/3) for the
supercooled liquid region below 13 K and exp(−T/6) for the
liquid region above 14 K, indicating that the supercooled liq-
uid and normal liquid of H2 have different intrinsic dynamics
of diffusion. The MSDs of Fig.1 and Fig.S1† suggest that the
diffusive dynamics involving large configurational rearrange-
ments such as cage breakout became drastically suppressed in
the supercooled liquid below 13 K and that mesoscale clus-
ter deformations started to dominate the diffusive dynamics.
As a result, the kinetic timescales in and out of a cluster be-
came well separated as shown by the step-wise MSD. This
suggestion was also supported by the fact that the difference
between the long correlation times of the intermolecular angle
θ and the self-orientations φ and ω was more enhanced with
increasing the temperature; the diffusion out of a cluster at
the higher temperature induced the faster correlation decay of
the intermolecular angle θ which is more sensitive to the dif-
fusive dynamics. In addition, as shown in Fig.S9†, the short
correlation times, which correspond to kinetic dynamics in-
side a cluster, were on the single linear line regardless of the
temperature; the non-diffusive dynamics did not qualitatively
change depending on the phases. If the diffusion below 13
K was still caused by a cage breakout as in the normal liq-
uid case, we should observe the similar non-uniform tempera-
ture dependence even in the short-time dynamics. The current
distinct difference between the dynamics of the supercooled
liquid and normal liquid was similarly found in the libra-
tional frequency (Fig.S9†), in the average H-H bond length as
well as its vibrational frequency (Fig.S10†) and in the nuclear
wave packet(NWP) beating frequency (Fig.S11†). It should be
noted that the H-H vibrational frequency for the supercooled
liquid shown in Fig.S10† agrees well with the previous experi-
mental observation that the vibrational frequency of the liquid
p-H2 clusters is higher than that in solid, but lower than that in
the bulk liquid.16
We further rationalized the distinctive change of the corre-
lation times by introducing the structural order parameter in
Fig.3(b). The order parameter was defined by an integration
of the first peak of the RDF at each temperature. These or-
der parameters directly reflect stiffness of a T-shape coordi-
nation formed by nearest-surrounding H2 molecules and thus
can be a structural order parameter to represent formations
and deformations of a mesoscale cluster. We again found
that the order parameters were not on a universal line but
on the two different linear functions, indicating that the dis-
tinctive change in the formation and deformation of nearest-
surrounding molecules happened at the melting point. As re-
ported in Fig.S9†, temperature-dependent librational frequen-
cies also exhibited the significant change at the melting point
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and can be used to monitor various phases including the su-
percooled liquid.15 The acceleration of the diffusive dynamics
above 14 K is closely linked to melting above 14 K and clearly














































Fig. 3 (a) Correlation times of the intermolecular angle θ and the
self-orientations φ and ω. The correlation times were fitted by the
two different exponential functions. exp(−T/3) for the supercooled
liquid and exp(−T/6) for the normal liquid originated from the
different diffusive dynamics, mesoscale cluster deformations and
cage breakouts, respectively. (b) Structural order parameters
calculated by an integration of the first peak of the RDF. The order
parameters on the two different linear functions, L1=-0.133x+36.8
and L2=-0.439x+41.1, indicated the distinctive change in the
formation and deformation of nearest-surrounding H2 molecules
below and above the melting point.
3.4 Enhanced quantumness in supercooled hydrogen liq-
uid
Figure 4(a) shows extent of nuclear delocalization as distri-
butions of the NWP width. The distributions became sharper
as the temperature decreased from 22 K down to 10 K cor-
responding to shrinking of the distributions of the H-H bond
length shown in Fig.S10†. However, the distributions of the
NWP width at below 10 K were similar or even broader com-
pared to the 10 K distribution, which cannot be explained by
the suppressed thermal fluctuations of the H-H bond length at
the extremely low temperature.
Figure 4(b) rationalizes this seemingly inconsistent ten-
dency by introducing a measure of quantumness. We de-
fined the quantumness by a ratio of peak height of the rHH-
distribution over peak height of the NWP width distribution
given in Fig.S10† and Fig.4(a), respectively. The NWP width
is related to the H-H bond length which is mainly determined
by the thermal fluctuation as in Fig.S10†; as the H-H length in-
creases, the NWP becomes more delocalized, and vice versa.
This is why we introduced the quantumness by the ratio of
peak height of the rHH-distribution over peak height of the
NWP width distribution. Actually, the defined quantumness
can measure extent of nuclear delocalization which is not sim-
ply correlated to the bond length rHH; the quantumness should
be constant as far as the nuclear delocalization is purely linked
to the rHH fluctuation as the cases above 10 K showed in the
figure. Since the defined quantity measured extent of nuclear
delocalization which is a typical nuclear quantum effect, we
called this quantity quantumness. Figure 4(b) demonstrates
that the quantumness became extremely enhanced at below 10
K in the supercooled liquid than in the solid or in the nor-
mal liquid. The rapid growth of the quantumness can be ex-
plained by the frozen translational motion at the extremely low
temperature, as evidenced by the disappearance of the trans-
lational peak in Fig.2, by the disappearance of H2 molecules
of high kinetic energy in Fig.S3† and by the ordered orienta-
tional distributions in Fig.S4†. On one hand, at the extremely
low temperature, the NWP was more delocalized in the stable
and rigid cluster with little translational dynamics; a NWP is
attracted from electron wave packets located at the center of
nearest-surrounding H2 molecules. On the other hand, NWPs
of H2 molecules out of a cluster kept shrunk since the cluster
formation is hindered in the low temperature due to the lit-
tle translational energy. These two contrasting facts rational-
ize the broadened distributions of the NWPs at the extremely
low temperature. The closer T-shape configuration of the su-
percooled liquid than the zigzag configuration of the solid,
as shown in Fig.1(a), also let NWPs more influenced by sur-
rounding H2 molecules and thus contributed to the enhanced
quantumness compared to the solid case. In these senses, the
current anomalous quantumness is intrinsic to the supercooled
liquid. The delocalization of the NWP at the extremely low
temperature, which has little correlation with the H-H bond
length, should be a precursor of tunneling and superfluidity of
H2 molecules. Such strong nuclear quantum phenomena will
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Fig. 4 (a) Distributions of the NWP width. The distributions simply
reflected thermal fluctuations from 22 K to 10 K, while the
distributions at below 10 K were similar or even broader compared
to the 10 K case. (b) Quantumness defined by a ratio of peak height
of the rHH-distribution over peak height of the NWP width
distribution. The quantumness was more enhanced at below 10 K in
the supercooled liquid than in the solid or in the normal liquid.
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4 Concluding Remarks
In summary, we computationally demonstrated that the su-
percooled hydrogen liquid exhibits distinct structural and dy-
namical properties such as closer first peak of the RDF than
the solid RDF, non-linear MSD, red-shifting boson peaks with
increasing temperature, diffusion caused by mesoscale clus-
ter deformation, and enhanced localization and delocalization
of hydrogen nuclei. We concluded that these properties are
intrinsic to the supercooled liquid since they were never ob-
tained in the normal hydrogen liquid and solid. All of the
insights and information we obtained in this paper will help in
planning experiments focusing on hydrogen metastable states
and in rationalizing the experimental data. Especially, mon-
itoring the low-frequency modes below 100 cm−1 as well as
frequencies of the angular dynamics will play a pivotal role
in identifying and characterizing unknown thermodynamic
states. Superfluidity, which is predicted to appear at around
1 K, will be examined in a forthcoming paper by accounting
for nuclear exchange effects in the current NEWPMD method.
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Figure S1: Radial distribution functions (RDFs) and mean square displacements (MSDs) of the supercooled liquid
at the other temperature. The first peak of the supercooled liquid RDF was lower than the second peak and the first
peak was closer than the corresponding peak of the solid RDF at all the temperatures. The first peak position and
its width did not shift nor change at 2.5 K through 13 K being in harmony with the normal liquid RDF.[1, 2] The
relative intensity of the first peak over the second peak is determined by thermal modulations of H2 molecules in the
2first solvation shell including the translational and orientational motions. In fact, the relative intensity decreased with
increasing the temperature. The corresponding two-dimensional (2D) RDFs are given in Fig.S2. The MSDs of the
supercooled liquid were nonlinear unlike the linear MSD of the normal liquid and had the plateau- and collapse-stages.
Transitions of each stage happened more shortly and the plateau stage became harder to identify with increasing the
temperature.
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Figure S2: 2D RDFs as a function of a radial coordinate r and the intermolecular angle θ.[2] No long-range periodic
structure was obtained unlike the 2D RDFs of the H2 solid. The whole shapes were rather close to the 2D RDFs of
the normal liquid.[2, 3]
3(a) 2.5K (b) 5  K
(d) 10 K (e) 12 K (f)13 K
(c) 5  K
Figure S3: Snap shots of H2 molecules which have kinetic energy larger than (a) 3.00 K, (b) 5.89 K, and (c-f) 12.0
K. As seen in (a), (b) and (d-f), H2 molecules of high kinetic energy did not exist randomly but rather irregularly
in the simulation box, which is a typical property of supercooled liquid. The panel (c) demonstrates that there were
only a few H2 molecules having kinetic energy higher than 12.0 K and significant translational motions were almost
frozen at the temperature of 5 K. This fact rationalizes the disappearance of the translational peak at the extremely
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Figure S4: (a) Distributions of the intermolecular angle cos θ in the supercooled liquid. The distribution was almost
uniform at above 10 K, while it became ordered at the extremely low temperature due to the frozen translational
dynamics at below 10 K. The distribution at 5 K was more ordered than the distribution at 2.5 K because the lattice
clusters were formed more stably at 2.5 K and the H2 molecules could change their orientation more freely; partially
broken lattice clusters have more orientationally ordered structures in the supercooled liquid. We note that, however,
the difference in the distributions at 2.5 K and 5 K is quite small and the relative intensity of the first RDF peak
over the second RDF peak in Fig.1(a) and Fig. S1 is determined by total thermal modulations of H2 molecules
including the translational and orientational motions. Actually, the orientational distribution at 5 K is much more
uniform than the periodic orientational distributions of the hydrogen solid at any temperature.[3] (b) Power spectra
of the intermolecular angle θ in the supercooled liquid obtained by a Fourier transformation of time-dependent θ(t).
The librational peak around 200 cm−1 redshifted with increasing the temperature reflecting the softened librational
potential in a more broken T-shape solvation structure. Relatively stable clusters at below 10 K enabled mixing of
the phonon and orientational dynamics inside a cage, leading to the boson peaks around 25 cm−1 even in the θ-power
spectra. (c-e) Time correlation functions of θ(t) in the supercooled H2 liquid. The Gaussian decay appeared at the
extremely low temperature due to formation of the relatively stable lattice clusters. The estimated timescale at 2.5 K
was shorter than the timescale at 5 K reflecting the more stable lattice cluster at 2.5 K where H2 molecules can change
their orientation more freely. In the exponential decay at above 10 K, the estimated decay timescales simply decreased
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Figure S5: Same as Fig.S4, but for the self-orientation φ. The difference between the distributions at 2.5 K and
5 K was smaller compared to the case of the intermolecular angle θ. This is because the self-orientations were less
influenced by the stable formation of the lattice cluster than the intermolecular angle. The two-dimensional(2D)
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Figure S6: 2D distributions of the self-orientations φ and ω in the supercooled liquid. The distributions were
almost uniform at above 10 K, while the distributions at below 10 K were slightly ordered. Mesoscale lattice clusters
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Figure S9: (a) Short correlation times of the self-orientations φ and ω and the intermolecular angle θ as a function of
temperature. The short correlation times simply reflect kinetic dynamics inside a cluster and were on the single linear
line: L3=16.75x + 605.2, L4=−26.93x + 894.7, and L5=−17.65x + 527.2. We note that the decay of the correlation
function at below 10 K was reproduced only by the single Gaussian function not by the multiple exponential functions.
This is because the translational motions such as cluster deformations were almost suppressed at below 10 K, and the
correlations were decayed by the simple orientational motions inside a lattice cluster.
(b) Librational frequencies as a function of temperature. The frequencies were deduced from the peak frequencies of
the corresponding angular power spectra in Figs.S4, S5, and S7. The librational frequency redshifted with increasing
the temperature since the librational potential became softer with the more broken neighboring structure. All the
librational frequencies were fitted by the two lines not by a universal line: L6=−2.600x+233.8 and L7=−5.790x+274.4.
The origin of the distinctive difference between the librational dynamics of the supercooled liquid and the normal
liquid was discussed from the view point of the structural order parameter in Fig.3. This panel suggests that observing
librational frequency can monitor various phases including the supercooled liquid. Especially, the supercooled liquid
phase can be distinguished from the normal liquid phase by observing the temperature dependence of the librational
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Figure S10: (a) Distributions of the H-H bond length rHH. The rHH-distributions at the lower temperature were
sharper than the rHH-distributions of the H2 solids since the T-shape solvation coordinate in the supercooled liquid
was much simpler than the zigzag asymmetric structures in the solids.[3] The rHH-distributions of the supercooled
liquid at the higher temperature were rather broader than the rHH-distributions of the H2 solids simply reflecting the
larger thermal modulations by the significant translational motions.
(b) Averages of the H-H bond length rHH as a function of temperature. The average rHH linearly decreased with
increasing the temperature due to the more broken T-shape structure at the higher temperature.[2] The average rHH
was fitted by the two lines not by a universal line: L8=−3.410 × 10−5x + 0.7664 for below 13 K and L9=−4.130 ×
10−5x+0.7665 for above 14 K. The origin of the distinctive difference between the supercooled liquid and the normal
liquid was discussed in Fig.3.
(c) Time correlation functions of the H-H bond length rHH as a function of time. The amplitude was linked to the
width of the rHH-distributions.
(d and e) Power spectra of the time-dependent H-H bond length rHH(t). The power spectra at 2.5 K and 5 K
had the complicated multiple peaks which stemmed from the metastable lattice clusters remaining in the supercooled
liquid. The peak height was simply proportional to the temperature in contrast with the nuclear wave packet(NWP)
case discussed in Fig.4.
(f) The H-H vibrational frequency as a function of temperature deduced from the peak positions of the above power
spectra. The H-H frequency linearly increased with increasing the temperature but was fitted by the two lines not by
9a universal line: L10=0.7818x+4595 for below 13 K and L11=0.6556x+4595 for above 14 K. The blue shifting H-H
vibrational frequency is attributed to the shrinking H-H bond length.
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Figure S11: (a) Time correlation functions of the NWP width as a function of time. The amplitude is linked to the
variations of the NWP width-distributions in Fig.4(a).
(b and c) Power spectra of the time-dependent NWP width. The power spectra at the lower temperature had
complicated multiple peaks which stemmed from the metastable lattice clusters remaining in the supercooled liquid.
The peak height was not simply proportional to the temperature as discussed in Fig.4.
(d) The NWP beating frequency as a function of temperature deduced from the peak positions of the above power
spectra. The beating frequency linearly decreased with increasing the temperature but was fitted by the two lines not
by a universal line: L12=−0.02830x+3249 for below 13 K and L13=−0.2940x+3253 for above 14 K. This is simply
attributed to the structural order parameter shown in Fig.3; the delocalized NWP width as well as the elongated H-H
bond in the rigid T-shape structure at the lower temperature made the NWP beating potential more isolated and
sharper.
(e) Another quantumness defined by a ratio of the peak height of the NWP power spectra over the peak height of
the rHH-power spectra given in Fig.S11 and Fig.S10, respectively. The defined quantumness can measure extent of
thermal modulations of the NWP beating compared to the H-H vibrations. This quantumness should be constant as
11
far as the NWP beating is purely linked to the rHH vibrations as in the shown solid case. The current quantumness
became enhanced at below 10 K in the H2 supercooled liquid in harmony with the original quantumness discussed in
Fig.4.
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